Abstract: Topic mining on microblogging sites with sheer scale of instance messages and social network information, such as Twitter, is a hard and challenging problem. Although many text mining techniques and generative probabilistic models have been developed for static plain-text corpus, they are inclined to achieve unsatisfactory results in microblogs without considering that microblogs are temporally sequential and concerned with social network information. In this paper, we propose a novel topic model, MicroBlogTopics over Time (MB-ToT), which aims for comprehensive topic analysis in microblogs. Firstly, we assume each topic is a mixture distribution influenced by both word co-occurrences and timestamps of microblogs. This allows MB-ToT to capture the changes of each topic over time. Subsequently, we apply users' intrinsic interests, social contact relations and #hashtags to improve the topic mining result. Finally, we present a Gibbs sampling implementation for the inference of MB-ToT. We evaluate MB-ToT and compare it with the state-of-the-art methods on a real dataset. In our experiments, MB-ToT outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by a large margin in terms of both perplexity and KL-divergence. We also show that the quality of the generated latent topics of MB-ToT is promising.
Introduction
Microblogging services have received tremendous popularity and become a new form of information infrastructure in recent years. Twitter, in particular, allows users to conveniently publish short messages (i.e. tweets) for a variety of purposes, such as personal status updating and information news sharing. It is reported that the number of tweets posted daily had exceeded 340 million in 2012 1 . How to exploit useful information from such a high-volume data stream has become a hard and challenging problem. In order to help users to get the big picture, the approach for topic mining is urgently in demand [1, 2, 3] .
In this paper, we study the problem of topic mining in microblogs with sheer scale and social network information. Many text mining techniques and generative probabilistic models have been developed for static plain-text corpus. For instance, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] is proposed to analyze static 1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter collections of document. TwitterMonitor [5] is a system that performs trend detection over the plain text of Twitter stream. Each emerging topic is represented by a group of bursty keywords that suddenly appear in a time interval at an unusually high speed. A principal disadvantage of these models is ignoring both temporal metadata and social network information to some extent.
Microblogs are temporally sequential and concerned with specific social network information in fact. Firstly, each tweet is commonly associated with a timestamp representing its creating time. Thus, topics in microblogs are internally dynamic instead of static. It is difficult to distinguish different topics only by their word co-occurrences because they may consist of similar words. A reasonable assumption is that topics are mixture distributions influenced by both word co-occurrences and timestamps of tweets. Topics over Time (ToT) [6] and Topics Over Nonparametric Time (TONPT) [7] are such effective topic models that analyze topics with timestamps by beta distributions and a Dirichlet process mixture of normals, respectively. Secondly, we should resort to the social network information (i.e., users' intrinsic interests, social contact relations and #hashtags) to mine better topics. The rationale behind is that the social network information can reveal the underlying motivation to create and share content, and provides an elegant way to reorganize topically diverse tweets into a single "document" with compact topic distribution, making topic mining from microblogs much simpler and treatable. In particular, many tweets discuss about users' personal encounters and interests rather than global events, thus users' intrinsic interests play an important role to model topic distributions. Moreover, there exist tweets such as conversation and retweet messages consisting of structured information on social network. The topic distributions for such tweets are usually relevant to their mention users besides plain contents. MicroBlog-Latent Dirichlet Allocation (MB-LDA) [8] applies both conversation and retweet relations to generate more precise topics in microblogs. #Hashtags, the human-annotated semantic tags in tweets, are another resource to upgrade the topic mining result. From a tag #job, we can infer that the tweet is probably about topics of job, recruit, employ, etc. A natural solution is to collect tweets consisting of tags to train the topic distributions of tags and then use them to infer the topic distributions of new tweets with same tags. In [9] , the authors integrated the #hashtags as weakly supervised information into the topic modeling algorithms.
To make use of the characteristics of tweets and produce comprehensive topic analysis, we propose a novel topic model, MicroBlog-Topics over Time (MB-ToT), which takes both temporal metadata and social network information into consideration. Firstly, we assume each topic is a mixture distribution affected by both word co-occurrences and timestamps of tweets. Note that MB-ToT models absolute continuous temporal information rather than discretizes time or makes Markov assumptions over state transitions in time. This allows MB-ToT to capture various skewed shapes of rising and falling topic prominence. Subsequently, we combine users' intrinsic interests, social contact relations and #hashtags into MB-ToT because they play a supporting role in the topic mining result. Finally, we present a fast and effective Gibbs sampling implementation for the inference of MB-ToT. We conduct extensive experiments on a real dataset to evaluate MB-ToT from three different perspectives: the perplexity of held-out content, the KL-divergence and the quality of the generated latent topics. The promising experiment results show that our model clearly outperforms its competitors.
To sum up, the major contributions of our work are:
1.MB-ToT, a novel generative probabilistic model for topic mining in Microblogs, is proposed. 2.A fast and effective Gibbs sampling implementation for the inference of MB-ToT is presented. 3.Extensive experiments on a real dataset are conducted.
The results demonstrate that MB-ToT outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the related work is discussed in Section 2; a novel generative probabilistic model, MB-ToT, is proposed for topic mining in microblogs in Section 3; experiment results and discussions are presented in Section 4; finally we conclude our work in Section 5.
Related Work
There exists extensive studies for topic mining in the literature, starting with the Topic Detection and Tracking program (TDT) [10] which aims to detect and track topics in news corpus. The previous solutions to this problem are clustering-based techniques [11] . Later on, the generative probabilistic models are introduced into use. LDA [4] assumes that documents can be treated as mixtures of topics, each of which is a probability distribution over words. Based on the hierarchical Bayesian analysis of the original texts, LDA can successfully explore underlying semantic structures of documents.
It is appropriate that LDA deems words to be exchangeable to identify semantic structures within each document. However, the implicit assumption of exchangeable documents is too strong to hold in all cases. Document collections such as scholarly journals, news articles, and tweets reflect evolving contents. In [12] , the authors devised a probabilistic model to incorporate both content and time information in a unified framework. Dynamic topic model (DTM) [13] uses Gaussian time series to capture the evolution of topics in a sequentially organized corpus of documents. Continuous Time Bayesian Networks (CTBNs) [14] is composed of a Bayesian network and a continuous transition model. The structured stochastic processes that evolve over continuous time are described by a Markov assumption to avoid various granularity problems due to the time discretization. ToT [6] assumes that each topic is influenced by both word co-occurrences and temporal information. Unlike DTM and CTBNs, ToT parameterizes a continuous distribution over time associated with each topic, making it available to capture the change of topics' occurrence and correlations over time. TONPT [7] , which is a supervised topic model based on ToT, uses a nonparametric density estimator to model topic-conditional timestamp distributions. Supervised latent Dirichlet allocation (sLDA) [15] is a derivative of LDA, adding a response variable (i.e. the timestamp) connected to each document.
With the rapid development of Microblogging services, how to dig out latent topics and internal semantic structures from tweets has become a hot research field [1, 5, 9] . Different from other data collections, tweets contain plenty of social network information and temporal metadata. Topic mining in microblogs can utilize such specific information to produce competitive results. In [16] , a novel approach to detect in real-time emerging topics on Twitter was presented. Firstly, the authors selected emerging terms by a novel aging theory and then studied the social relationships in the user network by Page Rank algorithm. Finally, a keyword-based topic graph was built for emerging topic detection. Labeled LDA [17] , a scalable implementation of a partially supervised learning model, was introduced to characterize users and tweets. In [18] , a mixture latent topic model framework was designed to model user posting behavior in Twitter. The model mainly combines three factors (i.e., breaking news, posts from social friends and user's intrinsic interests) and yields encouraging results. TimeUserLDA [19] considers both temporal information of microblog posts and users' personal interests to find bursty topics from the tweet streams. MB-LDA [8] utilizes both contact relation and document relation to help topic mining in microblogs. Therefore, it can find not only the topics of microblogs, but also the topics focused by contacts. TM-LDA [20] was presented to efficiently model the topics and topic transitions that naturally arise in a tweet stream. The key step of TM-LDA is to learn the transition parameters among topics by minimizing the prediction error on the topic distribution in sequent microblogs. #Hashtags were integrated into the topic modeling algorithms to obtain better coherent topics [9] . However, none of the topic models mentioned above takes both temporal metadata and social network information into consideration adequately.
MB-ToT Model
In this section, we introduce a novel generative probabilistic model MB-ToT for topic mining in microblogs. Firstly, we discuss about the impact of both temporal metadata and social network information on the topic mining result. Secondly, we describe the framework of MB-ToT. Finally, we infer MB-ToT by a Gibbs sampling implementation. The notations used in MB-ToT are summarized in Table 1 .
Influence of Temporal Metadata and Social Network Information
The temporal metadata of tweets is a key factor in the topic analysis. Assuming there exist two topics in microblogs, one is about WWDC 2011 and the other is about WWDC 2012. Both topics discuss about the "Apple Worldwide Developers Conference" held annually in California by Apple Inc. Since WWDC is primarily used by Apple to showcase its new softwares and technologies for developers, the word co-occurrences of these two topics are extremely similar, such as "apple", "iphone", "ios", etc. Being unaware of the one-year separation between WWDC 2011 and WWDC 2012, the topic models are inclined to confound them. One solution to distinguish such topics is using the temporal information during the topic modeling process.
Tweets are so different from plain-text corpus that they contain plenty of social network information, including users' intrinsic interests, social contact relations and #hashtags. The social network information also influences the topic mining result significantly. In particular, many tweets are about users' personal encounters and interests rather than global events, thus the topic distribution of such tweet is inferred from its author's intrinsic interests. But for tweets associated with identical social contact relation, their topic distributions are depended on the contact. Note that, the social contact relation is defined as the latent semantic relationship between tweets (starting with symbol "@" or "RT") and contacts. Assuming two tweets: "@mashable the onion launches a news iphone app ... wo any news lol" and "RT @mashable How much does the app charge?", if we recognize the social contact relation, we can build a relationship between these two seemingly unrelated tweets and infer that "app" in the latter tweet refers to "news iphone app". Now #hashtags occur frequently in tweets and become another useful resource to improve the topic mining result. Although #hashtags are not originally part of tweets, they evolve as a convenience tool for the organization of tweets. Assuming a tweet: "#autism gene study", if we add "#autism" into the topic analysis, we can learn that the "gene study" is apparently related to the topic distribution of "autism".
MB-ToT Framework
MB-ToT first views each topic as a mixture distribution influenced by both word co-occurrences and timestamps of microblogs, and then integrates the social network information into the topic modeling process based on three observations: (1) If tweets contain identical #hashtag, they are inclined to share its inherent topic distribution. (2) If tweets are associated with identical social contact relation, they prefer to discuss about the topics concerned by this contact. (3) If tweets are posted by the same user, they often reflect the user's intrinsic interests and are more likely to share the same topic distribution. In other words, drawing the topic distribution depends on the category of the tweet. For reasons of model simplicity and effectiveness, MB-ToT assumes each tweet belong to one category, which is determined by the social network information. Different social network information has different priority in the category determining process: the priority of the #hashtag is the highest, followed by the social contact relation and the user's intrinsic interests. For instance, suppose that a tweet associated with both #hashtag and social contact relation, and then its category only depends on the #hashtag. MB-ToT makes use of the temporal metadata in the same way as ToT does, it can create a topic with a broad time distribution and draw a distinction between As shown in the above process, for each tweet d, its posterior distribution of topics θ d depends on the information from three modalities: the user's intrinsic interests, the social contact relation and the #hashtag.
(1)
The joint probability distribution of tweet d is:
(2) To sum up, the formal description of the generative process in MB-ToT is:
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MB-ToT Inference
The key issue for generative probabilistic models is to infer the hidden variables by computing their posterior distribution given the observed variables. As show in Figure 1 , the temporal metadata, tweet categories, words, users, contacts, and #hashtags are observed variables, while the topic structure and its changes over time are hidden variables.
The inference can not be done exactly in MB-ToT. We employ Gibbs sampling to perform approximate inference due to its speediness and effectiveness. In the Gibbs sampling procedure, we need to calculate the conditional distribution
Taking advantage of conjugate priors, the joint distribution P(w, t, z|α, γ, η, β ,Ψ ) can be resolved into several components:
.
We can conveniently obtain the conditional probability by using the chain rule. Note that different categories of tweets have different conditional probability values. In particular, when x d = 0,
when x d = 2,
We sample the posterior distribution using Gibbs sampling until it reaches a convergence for all tweets. Then, we obtain the multinomial parameters as follows:
For the sake of simplicity and speed, Ψ is updated after each Gibbs sample by the method of moments estimates 2 , detailed as follows:
After finishing the inference process, MB-ToT can detect topics from tweets and assign the most representative words to each topic. Additionally, MB-ToT discovers the changes of each topic over time by a beta distribution with parameters from equation (15) and (16) . In summary, MB-ToT offers several perspectives in the topic analysis and is a convenient tool for topic mining in microblogs.
Experiments
In this section, MB-ToT is evaluated empirically over a large crawl of Twitter data from three different perspectives: the perplexity of held-out content, the KL-divergence and the quality of the generated latent topics.
Dataset
To validate MB-ToT, we use a Twitter dataset with 3,845,622 messages collected from September 2009 to January 2010 [21] . Tweets are usually short and informal, which makes the quality of tweets varies a lot from each other, therefore specific data preprocessing techniques are required to filter low-quality tweets. We firstly prepare a stop word list in advance to eliminate stop words in original messages, since stop words appear with high 3 to execute the word stem process for reducing inflected (or sometimes derived) words to their stem, base or root form. For example, "stemmer", "stemming", and "stemming" are based on the root word "stem". In this way, words in tweets with the same stem are recognized as synonyms to improve the topic mining result. Thirdly, we filter out words with less than 20 occurrences in our dataset and only keep the tweets with more than 8 terms.
Finally, we build a medium dataset containing 128,183 tweets for experiment evaluations. The detail information of our dataset is shown in Table 2 . 
Perplexity of Held-out Content
The metric perplexity is a widely used method to measure the performance of a topic model, which indicates the uncertainty in predicting a single word. A lower perplexity indicates better performance. To compute the perplexity of all tweets, we use the formula as below: Figure 2 shows the perplexities for our MB-ToT and other baselines with different number of topics until they reach the convergence after enough iterations. We observe that MB-ToT achieves the best perplexity, followed by MB-LDA. This means that integrating the social network information into the topic modeling process leads to better performance. MB-ToT outperforms MB-LDA because it utilizes not only social contact relations but also #hashtags, which indeed have a positive effect on the topic mining result. The performance of ToT is extremely comparable to LDA. Note that the perplexities of all models do not change significantly when the number of iterations is greater than 200.
Discriminability of Topics
The discriminative quality of extracted topics is another measurement to evaluate the performance of topic models. We use the pairwise KL-divergence between topics to measure the discriminative quality:
The more discriminative two topics are, the large their KL-divergence is. Two topics are identical when the KL-divergence is equal to 0. Table 3 displays the mean of KL-divergence results when the number of topics is 50. MB-ToT achieves the largest value, followed by ToT. This implies that the temporal metadata is the key factor to extract discriminative topics. Both MB-LDA and LDA prefer to discover topics with more duplicated topical words leading to the smaller means of KL-divergence.
Effectiveness of Latent Topics
The main purpose of topic models for microblogs is to find out interesting topics from the overwhelming information. One typical method of judging the effectiveness of topic models is to print words with top weights for the latent topics and judge them by experience [18] . We design an experiment to compare quality of latent topics generated by MB-LDA and our model. The reason why we choose MB-LDA for comparison is that MB-LDA is a topic model customized for the Twitter data, while LDA and ToT are proposed for well written documents (e.g., news articles). The number of topics is set to 50 and ten latent topics which are the same salient topics for both models are extracted. Each topic is represented with the top 50 words. Table 4 gives only top 10 topical words for each topic due to the limit of space. We ask four labelers to label which one can better describe a topic. Figure 3 shows the final label result. On average, 65% of topics generated by MB-ToT are labeled better, while MB-LDA receives 35% of the votes. The rationale behind this result is that MB-LDA completely ignores the affect of both temporal metadata and #hashtags which are essential factors on modeling topics in the view of MB-ToT. As a result, MB-ToT discovers more comprehensive topics than MB-LDA. 
Dynamic Topics Analysis
The ability of modeling the changes of topics over time is very important for topic mining in microblogs. MB-ToT combines the temporal metadata to capture the dynamic topics. Figure 4 illustrates all beta distributions of each topic over time when the number of topics is 50. An immediate and obvious effect of this is to understand more precisely when and how long the topical trend was occurring. Although the beta distribution is adopted for representing various skewed schemes of rising and falling topic prominence, there still exist several salient types. For example, the uniform distribution is common in our experiment. Note that, even the similar shape of distributions have different means and variances. Thus, the changes of topics over time can be distinguished easily.
Analysis of Social Network Information
Our MB-ToT finds not only the topics of tweets, but also the topics focused by #hashtags, contacts and users, respectively. Table 5 gives several examples of tweets associated with the topic focused by a specific #hashtag, contact and user, respectively. Once the topic distributions of #hashtags, contacts and users have been extracted by MB-ToT, we can carry on some personalization analysis of the tweets. For instance, we can mine topics in which the user (or contact) is interested, and recommend related tweets to the user (or contact). Another example is that we can obtain similar #hashtags according to their topic distributions. In this way, discovering the latent connection between seemingly different #hashtags becomes possible.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present and evaluate a time-aware topic model MB-ToT mixed with social network information, for effectively modeling and analyzing the topics that naturally arise in microblogs. Each topic is treated as a mixture distribution influenced by both word co-occurrences and timestamps of microblogs. In light of this, MB-ToT is able to capture the changes in the occurrence of topics. Additionally, users' intrinsic interests, social contact relations and #hashtags are used to strengthen the topic analysis ability of MB-ToT. Finally, the inference of MB-ToT is completed by a Gibbs sampling. Extensive experiments on a real dataset demonstrate that MB-ToT outperforms its competitors.
In the future work, we will focus on investigating more social network information, such as follow/following relations and URLs, to improve the performance of topic models. We will also further study the impact of #hashtags for latent topic structures. How to describe the temporal metadata distributions is another interesting direction. Finally, we will devise more elaborate and effective model to merge the social network information. 
